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As we pointed out before the hearings panel, the Coastal Marine Act (2011) 
stipulates that land below the Mean High Water Spring is not within Council’s 
jurisdiction. It is now almost 5½ years since the first earthquake, yet the city’s 
boundaries have still not been redefined and published. Council has been 
improperly issuing building consents for development in areas that are situated 
below this line. Residents in the areas affected currently rely on temporary flood 
protection (stop banks along the Avon River) provided under Civil Defence 
emergency legislation. However, this will not provide an adequate level of 
protection against flooding. In addition, no budget has been allocated to maintain 
such temporary stop banks and they are rapidly eroding. The expert witness (Mr 
Whyte) has stated that all five models are likely to underestimate the flooding 
hazard. The reasons he gives for this are that the ground has continued to settle 
post-earthquake, and that older, and unreliable terrain data (LiDAR) are used in 
some models. May we correct the reported statement from our submission to the 
hearings panel that Christchurch has subsided since the earthquakes. 
Christchurch subsided substantially in the earthquakes, particularly in the 
tremor on 23 December 2011, and the ground has continued to settle further 
since then. The non-liquefying ground crust has thinned substantially and the 
water table has risen. We believe that it is irresponsible on the part of the 
Council to allow any development on land that is at such risk, especially since no 
long-term plan has been proposed to deal with the problem. It is also extremely 
foolish, in our view, to allow reconstruction under exemptions with lower floor 
levels than the current requirement. Point 9.21 in the evidence from the expert 
witness, Mr Whyte, states that …“the present stop banks along the River Avon 
are assumed to have failed and the main protection is the level of the floors”. In 
the absence of effective stop banks, rebuilding houses with the finished floor 
level (FFL) below the 12.3 meter requirement constitutes an invitation for 
flooding, a city-wide problem that the council is already struggling to cope with. I 
would urge that no development or house repairs be permitted along the lower 
reaches of the River Avon until such time as the city boundaries have been 
established and published, and adequate, permanent stop banks and flood 
mitigation measures have been budgeted for and put in place. European 
countries are currently experiencing devastating flooding. This is almost 
certainly linked to global warming and rising sea levels, and is certain to affect 
New Zealand as well in the near future. International experts state that the most 
efficient solutions to prevent flooding are large flood detention basins and 
polders in areas adjacent to a river that is prone to flooding. We would suggest 
that urgent consideration be given to implementing such solutions in 
Christchurch before the problem spirals further out of control. 
 
We would also like to point out a critical point from a report from Dr Jan Wright 
Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment 
http://www.pce.parliament.nz/media/1380/preparing-nz-for-rising-seas-web-
small.pdf 
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Pg 52 
A map showing low-lying land in Christchurch prior to the 2010 and 2011 
earthquakes would look rather different from Figure 6.4. In parts of 
Christchurch, land sank by as much as a metre or more, particularly along the 
lower reaches of the Avon River. Where land has sunk, water tables lie closer to 
the surface this along with other changes has made these areas more prone to 
flooding.55 
 
 When you add to this lack of elevation the erosion risk it certainly becomes a 
foolish decision to build on such land. 
 
In addition we would like to point out one of the slogans from EQC (Hugh 
Cowan). 
 
“Unsustainable practices are a grave threat to our future.” 
 
The use of existing use rights when building on high hazard land, can result in 
high hazards exposed to vulnerable people. 
Homeowners’ acceptance of hazards notices appear to be used to avoid 
mitigation of the known high hazards. These practices are what we are currently 
seeing in Christchurch. 
These practices certainly indicate a grave threat to the homeowner’s future. 
(Examples are available upon request) 
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